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Friends of Freddy to put the Ham in Hamilton

It’s official! The Friends of Freddy will hold their biennial conference at the White Eagle Hotel and Conference
Center, 2910 Lake Moraine Rd., Hamilton, New York, November 7-9, 2014.
From adventure to zeal and academia to zany, a weekend of good cheer, company & conversation!
Rates (include all meals): Single Occupancy - $155.00 per person per day (Sun. night: $135);
Double Occupancy - $129.00 per person per day (Sun. night $109)
Call 1-800-295-9322 or 315-824-2002 to make your reservation. Be sure to reference the Friends of Freddy to get
our group rate indicated above.
And why Hamilton? Well, look to our next issue for the explanation! a

From the Editor

and swallowed him and there was a crash and a thump and he was
sitting on a hard floor with a pain in his shoulder and a lot of comets
and constellations whirling around his head. And when these cleared
away he couldn’t see anything.”
No, he hasn’t gone blind (though at first he thinks he has); his eyes
are just shut!
It doesn’t take very long thereafter for Freddy to learn why Jerry has
walked all the way to the Bean farm from Virginia. Mr. Boomschmidt,
in financial trouble, has had to close his circus. Worse, Freddy’s dear
friend Leo the lion has gone missing. What’s a pig to do? Why, assume
his persona as Freddy the famous detective, of course. And so he does.
Just how he does it, is the stuff of this very funny adventure. But before
he gets very far, there’s another weather-related problem to deal with:
the horrible weather has driven mice into houses all over Centerboro.
They’ve even infested the bank where they’ve chewed up half the
important papers in the vault not to mention a whole package of five
dollar bills (cha-ching!). It doesn’t take Freddy very long to come up
with a scheme to rid the houses of their vermin (my apologies, Eek,
Quik, Eeny and Cousin Augustus; I should have said “mice”) and,
in the bargain, make enough money to save the circus. He will rent
a good, tight barn where the mice can spend the winter, charging
householders $5.00 a pop to entice the mice away. “Now Freddy
could have moved the mice over into the barn quietly without any
fuss, but that was not his way of doing things.” Instead, he takes out a
big ad in the “Centerboro Guardian” with the headline “THE PIED
PIPER OF CENTERBORO will free your town of mice Monday
at 2 p.m.” At the appointed hour Freddy, resplendent in a pied piper
costume that Miss Peebles (see Freddy and the Popinjay) has helped
him fabricate, appears at corner of Main and Elm, pulls a tin fife out
of his pocket and, tootling the first seven notes of “Yankee Doodle
Dandy,” starts up Main Street. The mice have their instructions and
so come tumbling out of the houses as Freddy passes, falling in line
behind him, “dancing and squeaking.” This is a bit overwhelming
for some of the more timid citizens and Old Mrs. Peppercorn is so
scared she swarms up the trellis on Judge Willey’s porch and the fire
department has to come to get her down.
With that mission accomplished the portly pied piper – with
$1,726.00 in his pocket – along with Jerry, Leo (who has been rescued
by now), and Jinx head for Virginia to bail out the circus. They say a
fool and his money are soon parted; now, Freddy is no fool but he is
soon parted from his money. How he contrives to get it back provides
one of the funniest scenes in the Freddy series. In fact, Pied Piper boasts
two of the funniest scenes in the series: the other is the rescue of Leo
from the clutches of the evil pet shop owner Gwetholinda Guffin.
So do yourselves a favor: on one of these long winter evenings,
curl up with a copy of Freddy the Pied Piper. You’ll thank me later. a

Greetings from frigid Indiana, where the temperature is cold but
the heart is warm (or is that my acid indigestion?). Whenever I think
of winter, I immediately recall the opening chapter of Freddy the Pied
Piper. “It had been a hard winter. A foot of snow had fallen on the
3rd of December and another foot on the 10th, and then the mercury
crawled down to ten below and stayed there until after Christmas.
Then it warmed up just enough to snow some more. And the weather
kept on like that for another six weeks. It was still that way on the
morning of February 14th when Freddy, the pig, crawled out of his
warm bed and went to his study window and looked out and said
disgustedly: “Oh, my goodness sakes!”
Oh, my goodness sakes, indeed. Poor Freddy had hoped that, it
being St. Valentine’s Day, the mailman would be bringing him lots
of valentines, ideally with money in them. But, as Walter tells us,
“the mailman hadn’t been up the road past the Bean farm in over
a week, and he certainly wouldn’t try to buck those drifts in his old
Ford today, even to bring Freddy a valentine.”

So do yourselves a favor: on one of
these long winter evenings, curl up
with a copy of Freddy the Pied Piper.
You’ll thank me later.
To make matters worse, the pig is practically sty-bound by the deep
snow. But then inspiration visits: he will ski down to the cow barn,
where, he has learned, Jerry the rhinoceros from the Boomschmidt
Circus is waiting to see him. What he doesn’t know is that it has rained
overnight and then frozen so the snow is slick as glass. “He put on
his skis” (don’t ask me why a pig has skis but, come to think of it, he
has a bicycle, too) “and stepped out on the snow. And it was a good
thing that the skis were pointed towards the barnyard or goodness
knows where he would have ended up. For the minute the skis touched
the icy crust, they started. Freddy gave a yell of surprise and pushed
backwards with the ski poles to keep from falling, and then the whole
farm seemed to come whizzing up towards him, and though it was a
still day the wind whistled in his ears; and then before he knew what
had happened the dark square of the cow barn door rushed at him
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From the President

Know About Your Legal Rights (1992). Widener invites anyone visiting
in New Haven to contact him at (203) 432-4494 if they would like
to view the collection.
After seeing the Cohen collection and reading about it in the Yale
press release, I decided to mention to Widener that he should purchase
Freddy books for the collection. I e-mailed him to recommend that he
purchase several books in the series. I mentioned Freddy the Detective,
Freddy and the Bean Home News, and Freddy Plays Football, but I’m sure
that Freddy readers might have some other examples too.
On November 22, 2013, he wrote me: “Thanks very much for the
suggestions. I will indeed pursue them. I read up a bit in Wikipedia
on the series and the three titles you mentioned, and I agree they
would be great additions to the Juvenile Jurisprudence Collection.”
So now Freddy is going to have a place at Yale Law School. He will
undoubtedly teach the students, among other things, how to uncover
false evidence (as he did at Jinx’s trial) and to bear in mind that “a
good judge asleep was better than a bad judge awake.” (Freddy the
Detective, pp. 97, 245-46). a
The Bean Home Newsletter is published quarterly by the Friends
of Freddy, a nonprofit organization dedicated to the preservation
and perpetuation of the writings of Walter R. Brooks and his literary alter ego, Freddy the Pig. Print memberships are $25 for two
years or $45 for four. Electronic memberships are $9.50 for two
years or $18 for four. (US funds only, please.). Overseas members
please add $12 additional for airmail delivery. Please make your
check or money order payable to Friends of Freddy and send it
to the official address given below.
Send changes of address to one of the FoF addresses given
below.
Send letters for the newsletter to Michael Cart at the address
below.
Address changes should be sent to the club address.
ISSN 0882-4428. Copyright © 2014 Friends of Freddy.
FoF web site: http://www.freddythepig.org/.
FoF addresses: Friends of Freddy, P. O. Box 912, Greenbelt,
MD 20768-0912 USA. friendsoffreddy@gmail.com
President: Henry Cohn, 80 Richmond Lane, W. Hartford,
CT 06117 (860-523-9372) main132@comcast.net
Vice-President/US: Rick Hill, 4951 Arroyo Linda Ave., San
Diego, CA 92117 (858-270-5227) rickahill77@yahoo.com
Founder and Vice-President/Canada: Dave Carley, 11
Elm Ave., #426, Toronto, ON M4W 1N2 CANADA. (416-9214025) dcarley@sympatico.ca.
Secretary and Book Donation Coordinator: Connie
Arnold connie_arnold@hotmail.com.
Treasurer: Murray Millican, 1130 Bally Mote Dr., Dallas,
TX 75218 (214-327-1077) wolfling1@aol.com
Youth Coordinator: Nancy Joroff, 181 Lexington Rd., Concord, MA 01742 (978-369-2712) ngondal@aol.com
Membership Director: Alice Tracy, 8300 Cypress St., Laurel, MD 20707 (301-490-5639) alice926@verizon.net
Social Media Director: Tim Deska-Kahn, 916 Rahway Dr.,
Newark, DE 19711 (302-368-4854) eleventeen1@verizon.net
Website Editor, Managing Newsletter Editor: Kevin W.
Parker, 3-E Ridge Rd., Greenbelt, MD 20770-2958 (301-3452774) kevin.parker@wap.org.
Newsletter Editor: Michael Cart, 3250 Forsythia Dr., Columbus, IN 47203 (812-373-9604) mrmcart@sbcglobal.net a

As a law school graduate, I find the Freddy books so refreshing
where there are trials or where a judge reflects on legal matters. I
thoroughly enjoy reading about Jinx’s trial in Freddy the Detective,
Old Whibley’s cross-examination of Mrs. Humphrey Underdunk in
Freddy and the Bean Home News and Freddy’s acquittal in Freddy Plays
Football.
Recently, I went to a meeting at Yale Law School where the Rare
Book Librarian of the Lillian Goldman Library, Michael Widener,
explained how he had purchased some Medieval English law books
for the library. He also showed our group of lawyers books on display in the Cohen collection of “Juvenile Jurisprudence.” Morris
Cohen was librarian emeritus at Yale Law School where he served
as librarian from 1981 to 1991. Cohen gave the books to the Law
School the year before he died in 2010 at age 83.
The books in the Cohen collection are children’s books about law
and justice, crime and criminals, lawyers and judges, and courts and
cases. Widener told us that he didn’t know “of any other collection
like it anywhere.” The current Yale law librarian Blair Kauffman
said in a press release that he was “so happy that future generations
of library users will be able to get a glimpse of Morris’ delightful
sense of humor and excellent book collecting skills when they browse
this collection or draw upon it for research.”
Cohen began accumulating children’s books related to law around
1960 with an assist from his then six-year-old son and this became a
hobby for both of them. In the collection there is a diverse assortment
of books, some educational, some entertaining, and some providing
moral instruction. According to the Yale press release, they range
from simple stories illustrating the consequences of wrongdoing to
serious instruction in politics and government. They are in a variety
of formats—from story books to pamphlets to coloring books to
textbooks. The oldest book in the collection dates from 1759.
Just a brief perusal of an inventory of the collection shows its
enormous scope. Included in the collection are a picture book on
Thurgood Marshall from 1997, a story about a courthouse mouse
from 1998, a biography of Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg from 1993,
several comic book illustrated classics-- Crime and Punishment, Les
Miserables, Mutiny on the Bounty, and Pudd’nhead Wilson, an anthology
of juvenile trials from 1830, and a book entitled Everything You Need to
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Freddy Goes to the Middle Kingdom,
But Gets ‘Lost in Translation’
by Connie Arnold

high-end English bookstores throughout parts of urban China and
virtually all of South Korea. (I have taught English in South Korea
and China for more than 10 years, so this article is based somewhat
on personal experience.)
Enter Freddy! A few Overlook editions did reach China, but likely
sold poorly considering their very high cost, difficult vocabulary, and
the obvious fact that Freddy would be an ‘unknown quantity’ in the
Middle Kingdom.
Yet there is also high demand for translated Western literature in
Asia, so savvy local publishers may opt to translate Western books.
Harry Potter, for example, is readily available in non-English editions. However, other than such obvious ‘pop hits,’ I’m honestly
not sure why there’s this rage to translate, because so many cultural
differences exist between our children’s literary canon and theirs.
The Chinese children’s literature that I have seen tends to be folk
tales or fairly ‘sappy’ fiction, often comic book formats based on
popular cartoons.
So it is a gamble to publish Western children’s books, except with
the best-known literature – and it helps even more if said books
are also a hugely successful movie franchise, such as (again!) Harry
Potter.

Why New Illustrations?
Now begins a mystery that is worthy of Freddy’s detective skills,
which are far better than mine. If you have saved your old BHN’s
(of course you have!), you can look back to Summer 2005, Volume
13, No. 4 (“Moo Shu Pork”) for a delightful news bulletin from Chris
and Deb Anderson. While snooping around a bookstore in Nanchang,
they spied five Freddy titles in Chinese, published in 2004. These
editions were published by Jie Li Publishing House, which bought
the rights for China and translated the books, retaining the Wiese
art. This is the set that the Andersens found.
Fast forward again to fall 2012, when FOFer Kevin Parker spotted
another batch of Freddies with new (Chinese) art instead. All had
new illustrations – not the Wiese originals.
Some FOFers were interested in purchasing these books to complete their Freddy collections. As I am now working in China, I asked
a Chinese friend to check their availability on ‘TaoBao’, a counterpart
to Amazon. She found that they were available in sets of six for the
princely sum of about 50 RMB (RMB = 6 to USD) or about $8.25
per set of six. So she ordered them for me, and they were shipped
to my university address in Dalian (northern China), from whence I
repacked them, schlepped them back to North America and posted
them to the six FOFers who craved these Chinese editions.
A Chinese colleague had looked at these editions and told me they
were published by the Beijing Daily Publishing Corporation, which
fellow FOFer Jeb Rong recognizes as the parent company of the
Tong Xin Publishing House.
Sleuthing Chinese publishers when one knows not one word of
Chinese is obviously hopeless, so I wish to credit Jeb again for the

Of course, Freddy did not travel to China. In fact, he never set trotter outside North America, despite his attempt to reach Mars. Only
the U.S. is even mentioned, though the animals must have traversed
Canada to reach the North Pole, in the second title in the series.
However, Freddy’s fame did extend beyond the U.S. and Canada.
During their heyday (1950’s and 60’s), the Freddy books apparently
were issued in both Great Britain and parts of Europe – often with
new illustrations and sometimes translated, at least into Spanish and
German, though my recollection is foggy.
It’s unlikely Freddy would have hopped the Orient Express to visit
Asia during the 1950’s, and I suspect his only Asian presence might
have been an occasional copy in the small library collections for U.S.
armed forces stationed overseas.

Why Freddy in China? Specifically:
Why Freddy in Chinese?
Fast forward to the 1990’s and especially the past decade. Now
English Rules The World -- not the Brits, but our sometimes common
language. The frantic rush to master English often starts with the very
young. Thus, for parents who are so motivated (and can afford it), an
English-based curriculum for their children is de rigueur.
Enter the Anglo publishing markets! Just about every piece of
‘classic’ Anglo children’s literature can be found somewhere in
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following data that he has unearthed in helping me prepare this
article.

To begin at the beginning…
According to multiple web sources, Jie Li Publishing House
acquired the rights to 25 Freddy books (omitting Collected Poems) in
simplified Chinese translation, and published five titles in May 2004:
Florida, Detective, Magician, Space Ship, and Cowboy. Jeb notes that these
titles were translated by various well-established experts in the field.
The original Wiese illustrations remained.
Jeb comments that Jie Li originally had the ambitious goal of issuing the entire series in Chinese. Lackluster sales of these five likely
resulted in a decision to shelve more translations. Only 10,000 copies
each were released.
Traveling to China in summer 2005, Jeb and Nancy Wright met
the chief editor of Jie Li Publishing House in Beijing, who lamented
the tough competition from other translated children’s literature such
as the Harry Potter series.
But another publishing house also took note of Freddy. Later, the
Beijing Daily’s subsidiary, Tong Xin Publishing House, published the
same five titles, but added Men from Mars. The Tong Xin editions were
translated by Mr. Zixin Mao, an English teacher at Hebei Teachers
College. In addition, a new set of illustrations was commissioned
from Ms. Chunyan Zhang, a Beijing based painter, “known for using her own life as the subject of her paintings, transforming her
memories into dream-like stories and moments.”
Each of the six books from Tong Xin has (in English) FREDDY
THE PIG on both front and back covers – and the mysterious legend ‘leading character files’ on the inside front cover flap. That’s all
the English, except for the word “Chapter,” used in the Table of
Contents and throughout the six books to introduce new chapters.
(You can still order these six titles on amazon.cn with ISBN listed as
978-7-5477-0353-3.)

struggling to learn English. As a Chinese friend who teaches English once complained to me, “Why do you need so many words?
It’s ridiculous!”Note that she could also have said: idiotic, stupid,
asinine, moronic, preposterous, absurd, etc. I chose not to mention
the delectable array of words she could select from, as I suspect my
Chinese friend would not have been amused – nor would she appreciate Ollie Groper even a teeny, tiny, small, minuscule, eentsy-weensy,
minor, little bit.
In contrast, Chinese has a fairly simple, limited vocabulary that is
flexible – the same words are used in circumstances that in English
would require other, related (but more specific) words. Chinese may
also combine a simple, flexible word with other words and phrases
for more ‘specialized’ meanings. One Chinese dialect describes ‘frogs’
as ‘creek chickens.’ (Think how insulted both Charles and Theodore
might be!) Likewise, Korean describes ‘fish’ as ‘water meat,’a practical and clear compound word construction that avoids the need to
‘invent’ another word.
Thus these translation problems reflect basic linguistic differences.
As the Andersens describe, we are treated to some English-to-Chinese
and back-to-English translations of Freddy titles that, while amusing
and charming, do not clearly reflect a native speaker’s understanding
of the books, nor what Brooks intended to get across.
To cop a phrase from another excellent BHN article describing
the Chinese Freddies (Jeb Rong, Winter 2007, Vol. 15, No. 2), truly
much is ‘Lost in Translation.’ Jeb’s article pinpoints why much of

Linguistic Sleuthing Yields Cultural
Differences…
The BHN’s “Moo Shu Pork” article gives some oddly Chinese
translations of the titles. For example, Freddy and the Bean Home News
became Freddy and the Bean Family News in Chinese, which tweaks the
meaning considerably to Anglophone readers. Why the substitution?
It might actually have been inadvertent.
English has a huge vocabulary compared to other languages. Our
mother tongue is filled with near-but-not-quite-a-match synonyms
that slice meanings infinitely small. Other languages lack, for example,
at least a dozen different ways to say ‘big’.
Are you skeptical? Take the test – write out synonyms for big…
I’m sure you can find more! It’s a big, large, huge, vast, stupendous,
colossal, enormous, gargantuan, gigantic, tremendous, giant, and
monstrous list! Thus to a Chinese, it’s quite a chore to pick the
‘proper’ word in English – our two languages just don’t translate
back and forth very clearly. (Imagine the difficulty translating Mr.
Boomschmidt’s Stupendous and Colossal Circus – there’s no way to
impart the humor.)
By the way, while we may pat ourselves on our collective backs
for our linguistic smorgasbord, this is not the reaction of foreigners
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Brooks’ humor translates so poorly into Chinese, even absent cultural
differences.
For example, translating the names of key characters into Chinese
results in an almost total loss of humor, since the translations are
mundanely phonetic and our sounds are often different. Plus Chinese
does not have hard consonant blends, so almost all multi-syllable
names will be chopped up into even more syllables to make them
easier for Chinese readers. Thus, the chuckle we get from Brooks’
spot-on choice of names – such as Mr. Bismuth, Herb Garble, or Mr.
Weezer the banker – is ‘lost in translation,’ even for Chinese readers
who know English (though they of course are not the audience the
publisher is aiming for in the Chinese editions).
In addition, cultural differences play a key role. Traditional Chinese
literature just ain’t fair to the porcine race..
For example, as Jeb also points out, the venerable Chinese folktale,
“Journey to the West” (Western China – not North America!), includes
a pig whose humor is coarse and actions less than admirable. Thus,
pigs are not high on the list of admirable animals. Neither are dogs,
which are considered low and craven. (Dogs are on the menu in
certain parts of China. Very oddly, so are cats. Note to Jinx, Minx,
Robert, and Georgie: do not plan a trip to China!)
Another Chinese folktale that I know (two snakes are the heroines)
casts a white snake as a veritable Juliet, or tragic heroine. So even
snakes come out smelling like roses compared to pigs and dogs.
Cows, however, are considered ‘wise,’ like owls, so Mrs. Wiggins,
Old Whibley (and his lovely niece Vera) as well as Uncle Solomon
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might be more appealing to Chinese than Freddy and certain other
animal characters.

Individual Characters Re-Illustrated in
the Chinese Editions
The Tong Xin editions are copiously illustrated – each chapter
leads with an outline illustration that is repeated within a few pages
with a more detailed full-page illustration. I would guess that the
illustrator read the books fairly carefully for inspiration. Yet while
the same illustrator clearly worked on all six books, there are often
substantial differences in how the animals are depicted – whether
cover art compared to internal art, or from book to book.
Freddy himself looks much like the fat and cheerful pigs I see on
signs welcoming customers to Asia’s ubiquitous pork restaurants.
Alice and Emma are no longer white ducks, but look vaguely
Asian. In Florida, the jacket shows a duck wth a narrow bill, blue
neck, white belly, and orangy-brown wings. (Oddly, Uncle Wesley
in Spaceship is white, though a bit on the ‘rangy’ side compared to
Wiese’s drawings.)
No one would confuse Wiese’s Charles and Henrietta with the Chinese illustrator’s cover rendition for Florida. They have transmogrified
into long-necked birds, basically yellow, though inside the book, they
look more ‘Western,’ with shorter necks and plumper bodies.
None of the dogs resembles Wiese’s illustrations, and in fact the
renditions seem to change from book to book, so it’s possible the
illustrator could never quite make up her mind what effect she was
striving for among these canine characters.
Somewhat mysteriously, a bee appears on the jacket for Magician,
and also flies into the middle of Florida, chatting away with Mr. (or
Mrs.?) Webb, who are definitely odd-looking… more like oversized
beetles than the delicate spiders Wiese depicted, though in other
books the Webbs are drawn smaller and are easier to recognize. Does
anyone recollect bees in the Freddy books? As I recall, that order of
insects was represented only by Jacob the Wasp. So perhaps some
of the plotting has been changed. (A bat illustration also appears in
Cowboy – I don’t remember any bats in the series, either!)
Of particular note, Mr. Bean and his whiskers take front and center
stage when the animals return from Florida with their pot of gold.
I always found Wiese’s illustrations of the Beans to be somewhat
tentative – to me, they were not as ‘solid’ and not at all memorable
compared to the animal illustrations – or even as memorable as other
human characters, such as Mrs. Peppercorn, Mr. Boomschmidt or
Bannister. I wonder if Wiese felt that Mr. and Mrs. Bean were best
left not as ‘defined’ as others. In these Chinese editions, Mr. Bean is
a stocky and heavily bearded man – with a big nose – fitting Asian
stereotypes of Westerners, I suspect.
Illustrations of other characters (in Florida and the other five titles)
show more ‘Western’ influence – though not inspired by Wiese! For
example, Jinx resembles Tom of Tom and Jerry cartoon fame. The
rabbits certainly look much more like Bugs Bunny than the white
rabbits that Wiese depicted, and one rabbit is a ringer for tubby little
Thumper (in Disney’s Bambi).
Mrs. Wiggins is a bit harder to categorize, though she certainly does
not evoke the classic Holstein breed that the cow sisters were clearly
modeled on. (Nor does she look at all brilliant, no matter how much
the Chinese may admire cows.) The Chinese rendition reminded me
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more of Borden Cow Elsie than anything else I can recollect.
The horses are much larger than Wiese’s versions, and Cy (the
pony) resembles a spotted Appaloosa (full size horse) much more
than the rangy cow pony that Wiese conjured.
The Martians turned into slender little blue guys – for some reason
they made me think of pint-sized ‘ET’s’. On the other hand, the four
mice are quite plump and larger than in Wiese’s illustrations. Oddly,
the rats (somewhat larger) are reasonably ‘cute’, for lack of a better
word, though it is an (English) word hugely popular in China.
Of all the Chinese illustrations of human characters, Mrs. Peppercorn seems closest to Wiese’s, though with a larger nose than
I remember. Perhaps she happened to fit a certain stereotype of
what older Western females might look like to Chinese, so she did
not undergo much of a transformation. Or perhaps the illustrator
had never seen an older Western woman, so was more cautious in
‘reworking’ this character’s features. Another mystery….

But Back to the Mystery – What
Happened to the Wiese Art?
There’s really no answer that I can find. As was famously said of
the Russians, it’s ‘a riddle wrapped inside an enigma wrapped inside
a mystery’ – or something like that.
But at any rate, this pithy phrase fits my (unsuccessful) sleuthing to
find an explanation as to why the art was switched from Wiese’s to the
Chinese illustrator’s. While the Chinese artist did not create anything
superior to Wiese’s art, she certainly developed an eye-catching cast
of characters for the Chinese editions.
Sadly, of course, the translated books, even with new illustrations,
did not find a Chinese audience. Jeb’s conclusion is that the English
versions actually hold more promise. “With so many kids starting
to learn English at an early age and getting more efficient, Freddy
books are the perfect teaching and reading material.” Let’s hope Jeb
is correct, and that someday the youth of China will be as captivated
by the Bean barnyard as we were.

Connie Arnold is a founding member of the Friends of Freddy and our
inaugural Secretary-Treasurer, a post she held for many years. She is currently
teaching English in China. a

The Best List of the
100 Best Children’s Books
in the Last 100 Years - Alice Tracy

Don’t put it off until tomorrow. Quick! Without overmuch thought,
what are the best 10 children’s books you have ever read? Go to our
blog at ������������������������������������������������������
http://freddythepigblog.blogspot.com/2014/01/the-bestlist-of-100-best-childrens.html , scroll down to the comments box,
jot them down, and hit send!

When the New York Public Library published its 100 Top Children’s Books of the Last 100 Years, many of the Friends of Freddy
were shocked: not a single Freddy book could be found on the list.
Members wrote in on the listserv:

Here are the rules:
1) You can submit only ten.
2) Of your ten, no more than five can be Freddy books. (This is
called playing fair.)
3) Deadline for submissions: April 1, 2014 at midnight.

“It’s a travesty.”
“Methinks it’s time for a protest.”

We will compile the results, weighting them in some mysterious
mathematical way that I don’t understand, but Kevin Parker does,
and we will publish the list in the next issue of the Bean Home Newsletter. If you would like to see the New York Public Library’s List it can
be found at this link:
(http://www.slj.com/2013/09/books-media/nypl-unveils-list-of100-top-childrens-books-of-the-last-100-years/)
Thank you in advance for your participation in creating our own
list! a

Others offered their opinion (not always favorable) on books that
made the list, and suggested other books that should have been on
it. In response, the Friends of Freddy has decided to create our own
100 Best Children’s Books list! And we are turning to you, our august
readers, for help.
Send us your list of the top 10 children’s books of the last 100
years. Do it right now!
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From the Archives:
Simon the Rat

o-o!’ he said slowly, ‘you found out about that, did you?’ There was
a faint gleam of admiration in his beady black eyes. ‘Very clever of
you, Freddy . . .‘”

Simon the rat, after Freddy, is my
favorite character in the series
(though I was roundly booed
for admitting this at one of our
meetings).

by Victor Manjarrez

Yes, friends, according to the Chinese Zodiac, this is the year of the rat. Can
you imagine an entire year devoted to Freddy’s archenemy Simon the rat and his
extended family? It is to shudder. Not everybody is as repulsed by that rodent as I
am, however; indeed at least one stalwart Friend of Freddy positively dotes on the
doer of dastardly deeds. I refer to Victor Manjarrez who, in vol. 7, no. 3 of The
Newsletter (Winter 1996) regaled us with his ruminations on the rascally rat.

But don’t be afraid that admiration is too large a part of his feelings
toward Freddy. When his son Zeke seems about to spill the beans
about the rats’ plans:
“. . . Simon interrupted him. ‘Come, come, son; there’s nothing
to gained by violence. You must excuse him, gentlemen. My son is
impetuous. Dear, dear! I suppose we were all that way once. Ah,
youth, youth! Even you were once young, I suppose, Freddy, though
now you’ve become so stupid, fat, and stodgy that no doubt you’ve
forgotten those far-off days when you were a gay squealing piglet
and the whole world was your trough.’”
Again, I believe I’m sharing in Mr. Brooks’s amusement, as well
as his liking for this rat.
Simon appears in many of the books, and it isn’t possible to do
him justice in this small space, but I have to give one more example
of his character, along with an assessment of it by Freddy. In Chapter
14 of Camping, Simon and his gang are running away from the Bean
Farm when: “Boom! went Mr. Bean’s shotgun. And Simon toppled
and slid slowly to the ground . . . ‘You know,’ said Freddy, ‘I’m kind
of sorry to see that. Old Simon! ‘
‘He was a liar and a sneak, and he got what was coming to him,’
said Jinx shortly.
“Maybe. But he wasn’t a coward. That’s more than you can say
for most crooks – Hey, what’s that?’ A faint cry for help had come
to them. They went over to the fence. Simon lay on his side in the
grass. He opened one eye. ‘Tell old Bean,’ he murmured, ‘to load
with buckshot next time. You can’t kill a rat with that little stuff.’
(birdshot). Then he closed his eyes again.”

Is a little admiration of Simon
out of place when it seems we’d
be joining in with the author?
Simon, I’m glad to report is not fatally wounded, but:
“. . . Simon was the most seriously wounded. ‘Hold the candle
here, Freddy,’ said Mrs. Bean. ‘Good land he’s as full of birdshot as
a muffin is of blueberries. We’ll have to dig ‘em out.’
‘Leave ‘em in, ma’am,’ said the rat. ‘They’ll bring me up nearer
the right fighting weight the next time I tackle that pig.’”
Is a little admiration of Simon out of place when it seems we’d be
joining in with the author? Of course, a little sneaking admiration
does not mean there has to be trust, of rats or alligators.

Simon the rat, after Freddy, is my favorite character in the series
(though I was roundly booed for admitting this at one of our meetings). He is first presented in Chapter 11 of Detective, where he is
neatly characterized in a very few words. “’Hello, Jinx,’ said Simon
with an oily smile, ‘Long time since I’ve had the pleasure of seeing
you. You’re looking well. Remarkably well for a cat. Though a little
worried. Something on your mind?’”
However, Simon is not a one-note villain, devoid of any feeling
of appreciation for his antagonist. When Freddy lets him know he
is aware of Simon’s recent chicanery: “Simon merely grinned. ‘S-o-
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Freddy at First Flush

As quickly as I could, I read the other Freddy books the library
had--maybe half a dozen. I continued to read the series whenever I
could get my hands on a title I hadn’t read before. I generally found
Freddy books in public and school libraries in places where my US
Coast Guard father’s peripatetic career took the family. But finding
all the Freddy titles took years. Freddy Goes to the North Pole and Freddy
the Ignormus were annoyingly elusive. I was in my late twenties and
already several years a member of the Friends of Freddy when at
last I read Ignormus, my final virgin Freddy title.
Having read them all now--several of them many times--it’s clear
to me that Magician is far from the strongest Freddy the Pig book. By
this fourteenth entry in the series, Brooks was spinning variations
on an established formula with an established cast. Freddy’s conflict
with Signor Zingo contains little to set it apart from conflicts in other
books. Zingo doesn’t have the “zing” of the better Freddy villains.
The techniques Freddy employs to defeat Zingo are much like his actions in other Freddy books. Magician is no standout when considering
Freddy’s adventures as a whole. But as a first introduction to Freddy,
it felt fresh and exciting. And I think it still would be today.
My one real disappointment as a result of reading Freddy the Magician as my first Freddy book is that Minx the cat didn’t long continue
as a regular member of the Bean farm cast.

by Eric Shanower

I was in third grade when I first noticed the Freddy the Pig books
on a shelf at the local public library, Stanley Memorial in Laurel,
Maryland. They were shelved in the Bs for Brooks, above the Cs where
several of Eleanor Cameron’s Mushroom Planet books resided, the
first of which I loved.
So, yes, I noticed the Freddy books, but it took me some time to
actually try one. I read the titles on their spines. Now, more than
forty years later, I’m not completely sure why. I think perhaps I liked
my fantasy a little more fantastic. The Oz books by L. Frank Baum
were--and still are--my favorite children’s fantasy series. In third grade
I’d read and enjoyed the Mary Poppins books by P. L. Travers and
the Alice books by Lewis Carroll. I reveled in the Curdie books by
George MacDonald (which remain perhaps my two favorite children’s
books ever). And there were the above-mentioned Mushroom Planet
books which are basically fantasy dressed up as science fiction. After
third grade I discovered other long-standing fantasy favorites--the
Chronicles of Narnia by C. S. Lewis, the My Father’s Dragon series
by Ruth Stiles Gannett, and the Doctor Dolittle books by Hugh Lofting. Clearly I was--and still am--a fan of children’s fantasy.
In third grade I also read books--even series--set in the real world.
With enthusiasm I blew through Beverly Cleary’s Henry Huggins
series and all their spin-offs. But I realize now that “real world” sorts
of books were exceptions on my reading list. I was highly resistant to
the Hardy Boys series by Franklin W. Dixon--they looked so boring. I
didn’t get past the first few pages of Eleanor Estes’s The Moffats. I got
a little farther--through the entire first book--of the Little House series
by Laura Ingalls Wilder, but stopped there. I dipped into a couple of
Phyllis A. Whitney’s mysteries for kids, but they usually contained
ghostly elements that terrified me. Huckleberry Finn was annoying.
Louisa May Alcott’s books reeked of girliness. Some of these books
I’ve since enjoyed, but in third grade they weren’t for me.
Maybe the Freddy books, despite the talking animals, looked too
real world for me. The prosaic settings displayed so often on their
covers may have raised my suspicions about their contents. And the
name “Freddy”--whoever that was--definitely failed to conjure visions
of magical adventures.
But finally (and I say finally with the perspective of an eight-yearold--my reluctance to sample Freddy the Pig may have lasted all of
three months) I checked a Freddy book out of the library. I think it’s
no surprise that it was a copy of Freddy the Magician. I chose that one
specifically because of the word “magician” in the title. No other
Freddy title conveys a more immediate sense of fantasy.
As I read the book I felt distanced at first by Freddy’s visit to the
Boomschmidt Circus. The circus featured a bunch of characters it
seemed I was supposed to be familiar with, but wasn’t. However,
when Freddy started practicing magic, I was caught.
Some details that fixed themselves in my memory during that
first reading include Freddy discovering how the top hat trick works,
Freddy sawing Jinx the cat in half, the mind-reading competition
between Freddy and Signor Zingo the magician, and the mice sneaking into Zingo’s hotel room and chewing through all the elastic pulls
concealed inside his coat. By the end of Freddy the Magician I was a
Freddy fan.
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The Rooster

by Freddy, writing as Edgar Allan Pig
Once upon a noontime hazy, while I rested (though I’m not lazy)
After many a quaint and uncompleted, half-forgotten chore,
While I nodded, never napping, suddenly there came a tapping,
Rapping, clapping, slapping, flapping, snapping at my pigpen door—
“’Tis some animal,” I muttered, “Tapping at my pigpen door—
Probably Jinx and nothing more.”
Indistinctly I remember: maybe April or September-Or October or November—or maybe after or before.
Eagerly I wished for quiet—vainly had I tried to buy it
With a dab of ‘tween-meal diet—apples, corncobs, three or four—
And Mrs. Bean’s fresh-baked bread and pies and maybe more—
Now what’s that racket at the door?
Presently my ire grew stronger; hesitating then no longer,
“Sir,” said I, “or Madam, truly your withdrawal I implore.
See, the fact is I was napping, and so loudly thou came rapping,
And so noisily came tapping, flapping at my pigpen door,
That I scarce could keep on napping”—here I opened wide the door:
Barnyard there and nothing more.
Back into the chamber turning, all my lunch within me burning,
Soon again I heard a tapping somewhat louder than before.
“Surely,” said I, “surely that is something at my window lattice!
Though I could have seen, if I had washed the glass before…
Let my heart be still a moment and this mystery explore—
I’ll see who’s making me so sore!”
Open here I flung the shutter, when with lots of squawk and flutter,
In there fell a lordly Rooster whose name you’ve heard before.
Not the least obeisance made he; not a Hi or Hello say’d he;
But, puffed up like lord or lady, staggered on my pigpen floor—
Perched upon a pile of papers strewn upon my pigpen floor—
Perched and swayed and nothing more.
Then the stunned bird took to prating, my anger further irritating
By the sneering, snooty decorum of the countenance it wore.
“Though thy feathers be a rumple, Charles,” I said, “I’ll bust thy hump-I’ll
Give thee some lumps and send thee back where thou wast perched before!
Tell me why I shouldn’t kick thy lordly butt right out the door?”
Quoth the Rooster: “… and furthermore…”
“Shut up!” said I, “bird of blather! Or I’ll shut thee up—I’d rather!
Whether Henrietta sent, or tempest tossed, thee through my door—
Well, window, really… though, undaunted, I will not see my naptime flaunted
Or this home by Blather haunted—so tell me truly, I implore:
Take thy beak from out my home, or shall I chuck thee out the door?”
Quoth the Rooster: “… and furthermore…”
And the Rooster, never flitting, still is sitting, still is sitting
Babbling on the heap of papers strewn about my pigpen floor;
And his eyes are brightly gleaming though they’re kind of empty-seeming
And the talk from out him streaming makes me want to snore!
A trotter of feathers, a window, heave—and then he is no more!
Quoth the Pig, “What a bore.”
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(Poem discovered and shared by longtime FoFer John
Chastain.)
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I Hereby Resolve . . .

to give them the wisdom of my experience. (Kevin Parker)
Hank:

Yes, friends, a New Year has come and gone but not before our Bean Farm
friends dutifully made their annual resolutions. Since then, they have shared them
with members of your Executive Board. Here they are along with the names of
those to whom they were entrusted:

To see a good doc about that off hind leg o’ mine before
this here rheumatism hurts so bad that I can’t go south for the winter
anymore. (Connie Arnold)
Leo (the lion):
To paint my claws shell pink and get a new perm for my
mane. (Michael Cart)
Judge Willey:
To get a dishwasher so I don’t have to spend January washing dishes from my wife’s Christmas party. (Henry Cohn)
Mrs. Peppercorn:
There’s no dispoot that I’m a whiz
And having a toot at the rhyming biz,
But I’ll spend 2014 with cranky remorse
If I don’t try writing some blanky verse. (Dave Carley)

Freddy:
Never again to fry bacon!* (In my defense it wasn’t anybody
I knew). (Michael Cart)

Mr. Eha:
With apologies to Mrs. Filmore, the Beans, and the Martians, I resolve to try very hard to do my very best to run no more
scams, flim-flams, swindles, or hustles – and this time I think I may
really mean it! (Mr. Eha)

Jinx:
To get as much cream from Mrs. Bean as I possibly can
and to come up with even better practical jokes to play on Freddy
and the other animals. (Kevin Parker)

Herb Garble:
To finally ship that pig to Montana! (Michael Cart)
*See Freddy and the Baseball Team from Mars
**Perhaps they will sell it on eBay? a

Mrs. Wiggins:
My land, no use making a resolution; I’d just break it before
the end of January. (Alice Tracy)
Henrietta:
No more children! (Nancy Joroff)
To improve the character of my entire family, starting with
my vain and lazy husband, Charles. (Connie Arnold)
Charles:
To time my speeches better – one hour may be far too short
to share with my esteemed barnyard friends all the knowledge I have
acquired from my worldly travels. (Connie Arnold)
Alice & Emma:
To finally have the jewelry at the bottom of the pond appraised.**
To take that assertiveness training course offered by Mac
the wildcat.
To seek out adventures wherever they may be found. (Alice
Tracy)
Uncle Wesley:
To be firmer with my nieces and to take more opportunities
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A Freddy Footnote
by Wray Rominger

Throughout the series we are reminded that Hank, Mr. Bean’s old
white horse, suffers from rheumatism. Early on in the first book we
read, “’There’s less work for me in the winter,’ said Hank, ‘I’ve got
a touch of rheumatism in my off hind leg, and these cold nights set
it aching.’” (Freddy Goes to Florida, p. 4.) Not only the cold bothers his
leg but also changes in atmospheric pressure. In Freddy the Detective
there’s a fierce summer storm approaching the farm, and Hank says,
“But I’ve known for two days we’d get a storm. I always feel it in that
off hind leg of mine. Stiffened up something dreadful today.” (p. 45.)
Finally in the last book: “You know, Freddy, I don’t hardly ever go
out at night. I got this rheumatism in my off hind leg, and the night
air’s bad for it.” (Freddy and the Dragon, p. 50.)
So what is an off hind leg? That Hank has an off leg means at
an earlier time he was part of a team. Teams of horses are always
hitched the same way, and legs on the side they share are called
their on legs, and those on the outside are called their off legs. So
on which side was Hank’s off hind leg? Right or left? We find out in
Freddy Plays Football that he suffered in his right hind leg (page 261).
Why would Walter switch from calling it an off hind leg to a right
hind leg and then return to calling it an off hind leg? My guess is
that some righteous copyeditor at Knopf read “off hind leg” in the
Football manuscript, didn’t know what it meant, had a fit, and made
Walter change it.
Wray, a founding member of the Friends, is publisher of the Purple Mountain
Press. a
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